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A FOUNDATION FIRMLY COMMITTED TO CULTURAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

Founded in 2009, Fondation Alliances is a not-for-profit association 

whose mission is to support the cultural development of the Kingdom of 

Morocco by launching flagship programmes, with the support of networks 

of experts. 

 

Through the development of a museographic project (MACAAL), a 

monumental Sculpture Park, support programmes for emerging African 

photography (La Chambre Claire - Lcc Program) and awareness-

raising on contemporary art (Passerelles – trans. bridges), Fondation 

Alliances promotes access to the cultural field for a wide audience. 

 

It defends the idea of an art accessible to all by developing an important 

cultural mediation in favour of all social circles and thus participates in the 

influence of contemporary Moroccan and African art through a demanding 

approach. 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  





 Production of the first solo exhibition of the award winner 

 Promotion of the artists on our social media channels and 

website 

 The jury is composed of contemporary art professionnals 

 Networking with institutions at cultural and artistic major events 

 Production of a catalogue/publication of the artworks in the Lcc 

Photo Book 

 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

BI-ANNUAL AWARD THAT SUPPORTS AFRICAN 

CONTEMPORARY PHOTOGRAPHY  



Launched in 2013, La Chambre Claire is a bi-annual award that seeks to 

promote African emerging contemporary photography. 

 

Through this innovative programme, Fondation Alliances gives a platform to 

young creative photographers through a consistent cultural patronage policy as 

part of an alternative approach to that of the art market. Fondation Alliances has 

chosen to provide regular support to an emerging photographer, enabling 

him/her to produce his/her first solo exhibition and meet with the public. 

 

In addition to the production of a first solo exhibition, La Chambre 

Claire supports individual award winners in the evolution of their creative 

approach, providing the means necessary to present, develop, and disseminate 

their visual practice.  

 

For the fifth edition, La Chambre Claire has changed its name to Lcc 

Program, providing optimised visibility for the award winners, the special 

mention recipients, as well as all participants. The award-winning exhibition will 

take place in an alternative location in order to facilitate public access to its 

cultural programming (exhibition opening, educational activities, workshops and 

guided visits). A new digital platform designed specifically for fine art 

photographers offers greater visibility as well as networking opportunities. 

 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

History and evolution 



Meriem Berrada 

Head of Cultural Projects 

Fondation Alliances 

Othman Lazraq  

Director 

Fondation Alliances 

Alya Sebti 

Director  

Ifa Gallery Berlin 

Amine Boushaba  

Arts and Culture Journalist 

Nathalie Locatelli 

Director Galerie 127  

Marrakech 

Olfa Feki 

Curator 

Zineb Andress Arraki 

Artchitect / photographer 
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The Founders 

The Jury of the 6th Edition 



Merji 

1st edition  

 Diary of the Bled  

2013 

Fayssal Zaoui 

2nd edition  

In Motion  

2014 

Youssef Lahrichi 

3rd edition  

 Rêveries Urbaines 

2015 

Mohamed Amine Abassi 

4th edition 

L’Éloquence des Racines  

2016 

A selection of artworks from the exhibition Diary of the 

Bled were selected by the Arab World Institute for the  

exhibition Le Maroc Contemporain (The Contemporary 

Morocco). 

(15 October – 28 February 2015) 

The artworks in the exhibition In Motion were 

presented by the French Institute of Casablanca.    

(15 November – 20 December 2014). 

The exhibition Rêveries Urbaines has been taken over by 

the cultural centre Les étoiles de Sidi Moumen (The Stars of 

Sidi Moumen, Casablanca) from10 March until 12 June 

2015, then by the French Institute from 15 June until 30 

August 2015. In October 2015, Youssef Lahrichi has been 

selected among the 300 candidates of the Biennal of 

Bamako.  

Revealed by La Chambre Claire in 2016, Mohamed 

Amine Abassi exhibited in April 2016 at the Institut 

des Cultures de L’Islam  (Institute of Islamic 

Cultures, Paris).  

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

The Award Winners 



Adil Kourkouni 

Award Winner of 

the 5th edition  

Autofiction(s)  

2017 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

The 5th Edition 

Views of the exhibition 



Maya-Ines Touam 

Award Winner of  

the 6th edition   

2017 

 

Exhibition in May 2018 

Casablanca 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

The 6th edition 



FONDATION ALLIANCES  

The Lcc Program website, an online gallery 

The LccProgram.com is a new platform designed specifically for 

photographers.  

Each candidate can apply for the award or to join the Lcc 

Community which is a dedicated online space that offers great 

visibility as well as networking opportunities.  

The Lcc Collection is an online space devoted to the Lcc 

Program’s award winners. Visitors may discover the works 

produced in the context of the artist’s first solo show, access the 

artist’s complete profile, and view the entire content of the 

exhibition.  

The Lcc Community is a platform aimed at providing talented 

photographers with a global forum to present their works. The Lcc 

jury selects proposals of interest from among the best candidates 

to share with the community.  



FONDATION ALLIANCES  

The Lcc Photo Book, a retrospective on past editions 

The Lcc Photo Book, entitled Keep in Focus, traces the evolution 

of the photo award from its creation to today with the upcoming 

exhibition of Lcc’s 6th award winner.  

 

 

Numerous key players in the art world present their point of view 

and analysis on different issues related to photography, in Africa 

and elsewhere :  

 

 Brendan Wattenberg – Managing Editor of Aperture Magazine 

 Pierre Jaccaud – Founder of Black Countainers 

 Nathalie Locatelli – Founder of Galerie 127, Marrakech 

 Zineb Andress Arraki – Architect and Photographer 

 Brahim Benkirane – Photographer 

 Anas Benjelloun – Founder of Arrêt sur image, professionnal 

photo studio – Casablanca 

 

Front cover of the Lcc Photo Book 





 Workshops in sculpture, photography, drawing as well as other 

mediums 

 Introductory workshops in photography, 3D mapping and 

animation 

 Guided exhibition tours 

 Artist studio visits 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

A VISUAL ARTS OUTREACH PROGRAMME 

Intrroductory workshop to sculpture with 

Adiba Mkinsi, Sidi Bernoussi - 2013 

Visit of the children of Sidi Moumen and  

Sidi Bernoussi at the 

exhibition Giacometti  at the Mohammed 

VI Museum of Modern and Contemporary 

Art, Rabat – 2017  

Fayssal Zaoui during an 

introductory workshop to photo 

portrait, Sidi Moumen - 2016 



Fondation Alliances sets up workshops for young people from 

suburban areas, which nurture their curiosity, observations 

and creative skills.  

 

Selection of workshops put in place: 

 

 Introduction to  sculpture with Adiba Mkinsi (Sidi 

Bernoussi, Casablanca) 

 Introduction to photo portraiture with Fayssal Zaoui (Sidi 

Moumen, Casablanca) 

 Theatre improvisation sessions with Malek Akhmiss (Sidi 

Moumen, Casablanca) 

 Guided tour of the Giacometti exhibition (Mohammed VI 

Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art, Rabat) 

 Guided tours of all La Chambre Claire exhibitions 

(neighbourhoods Errahma, Sidi Moumen, Anassy, school 

Salmane Al Farissi, Sidi Maarouf) 

 Visits to MACAAL (students of l’ESAV Marrakech, school 

Benabdallah, Marrakech) 

 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

Social engagement with the arts 





 A bi-annual exhibitions programme 

 Quality exhibitions 

 More than a museum, a living space of exchanges and 

sharing 

 A strong educational dimension 

 A space for creative exchange, research and education 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

A HUB FOR AFRICAN CREATIVITY 

View of the exhibition E-Mois, 

autobiographie d’une collection  

View of the exhibition E-Mois,  

autobiographie d’une collection  

Exterior view of MACAAL 



MACAAL is a philanthropic initiative of Moroccan art collectors Alami 

Lazraq and his son Othman Lazraq. It forms part of their charitable not-for-

profit association Fondation Alliances, which focuses on supporting cultural 

development in Morocco. Motivated by a passion for the arts, and under 

the directorship of Othman, MACAAL brings the Lazraq family’s private 

collection of modern and contemporary African art, expanded over the past 

40 years, to a broader audience. 

In 2016, Fondation Alliances committed itself to a long-term public action in 

order to contribute to the development of educational and cultural leisure 

activities in Marrakech by offering the city an art museum. The Museum of 

African Contemporary Art Al Maaden (MACAAL), Marrakech, is an 

independent, not-for-profit contemporary art museum and one of the first of 

its kind in North Africa. MACAAL is dedicated to the promotion of African art 

across a range of media, with diverse exhibition and education 

programmes. The museum nurtures an understanding of contemporary art 

from Africa through collecting and exhibiting both established and emerging 

artists, highlighting the creative energy and cultural diversity found across 

the continent. 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

History 



FONDATION ALLIANCES  

ESSENTIAL LANDSCAPE, African 

Contemporary Artists Facing the 

Environment 

Curator : Brahim Alaoui  

November 2016 – March 2017 

 

Created in partnership with COP 22, 

Essentiel Paysage brought together 

forty modern and contemporary African 

artists and as many visual metaphors 

around the environmental issue.  

 

Our Past Exhibitions 

Billie Zangewa (Afrique Du Sud),  

Sunworshipper in Central Park, 2009. 

Embroidered silk, 137 x 103 cm. 

Calixte Dakpogan (Bénin), 

Photographe, 2011. 

Iron, glass, aluminium, plastic 

49 x 33 x 15 cm. 

Participating Artists 

 

LEILA ALAOUI – JOËL ANDRIANOMEARISOA – MUSTAPHA AZEROUAL – SAMMY BALOJI – FARID BELKAHIA – MOHAMED BEN 

ALLAL – HICHAM BERRADA – ABDELMALIK BERKHISS – AMANI BODO – PIERRE BODO – CHÉRI CHÉRIN – CALIXTE DAKPOGAN – 

ABDELLAH EL ATRACH – MOHAMED EL BAZ – MOUNIR FATMI – MAWI MAZGABU GERA – JOHN GOBA – ROMUALD HAZOUMÈ – 

AHMED LOUARDIGHI – GONÇALO MABUNDA – ABU BAKARR MANSARAY – BAYA MAHIEDDINE – NAJIA MEHADJI – MOKÉ – 

MOHAMED MELEHI – FABRICE MONTEIRO – MOHAMED MOURABITI – MOATAZ NASR – KHALIL NEMMAOUI – RICHARD 

ONYANGO – NYABA LÉON OUEDRAOGO – YAZID OULAB – YOUNÈS RAHMOUN – ABBES SALADI – CHÉRI SAMBA – ZINEB 

SEDIRA – MOHAMED TABAL – PASCALE MARTHINE TAYOU – BARTHÉLÉMY TOGUO – ABDERRAHIM YAMOU – BILLIE ZANGEWA 



View of the Exhibition  

Essential Landscape, African Contemporary Artists Facing the Environment, 2016 
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FONDATION ALLIANCES  

E-MOIS (trans. Emotions), Autobiographie 

d’une collection  

Curators : Othman Lazraq and Meriem Berrada 

| 25 March 2017 – 5 February 2018 

 

Unprecedented exhibition of a collection that 

follows an autobiographical pictorial path. Under 

the prism of emotion, she tells us her story and 

her quest for identity. E-Mois leads us along a 

life retrospective marked by encounters and 

journeys. The exhibition bears witness to the 

manner in which the pieces were cultivated, 

how they learned to live as one and even thrive 

in each other’s company, to the point of merging 

into one single entity, continually evolving. 
Abderazzak Sahli (Tunisia),  

Composition, 2006. 

Oil on canvas170 x 150 cm. 

Participating Artists  
 

MOHAMED ABOUELOUAKAR – MALIKA AGUEZNAY – YOUNES BABA ALI – YASSINE BALBZIOUI – AHMED BALILI – FARID BELKAHIA – FOUAD 

BELLAMINE – SAAD BEN CHEFFAJ – AMINA BENBOUCHTA – HICHAM BENOHOUD – MAHI BINEBINE – ZOULIKHA BOUABDELLAH – MERIEM 

BOUDERBALA – MOULAY MANSOUR MAX BOUFETHAL – OMAR BOURAGBA – HASSAN BOURKIA – FRÉDERIC BRULY BOUABRÉ –MOHAMED 

CHEBAA – AHMED CHERKAOUI – AHMED CHIHA – SOLY CISSÉ – HASSAN DARSI – MOHAMED DRISSI – MOULAY AHMED DRISSI – EDOUARD 

EDY LEGRAND – EMMANUEL EKEFREY – MOHAMED EL BAZ – HASSAN EL GLAOUI – RAFIK EL KAMEL – ADEL EL SIWI – ANDRÉ ELBAZ – 

SAFAA ERRUAS – MOUNIR FATMI – MOHAMED FQUIH REGRAGUI– FATNA GBOURI – JILALI GHARBAOUI – MARCEL GOTÈNE – MOHAMED 

HAMIDI – SAAD HASSANI – CHOUROUK HRIECH – AISSA IKKEN –MOHAMED KACIMI – LOVEMORE KAMBUDZI– TIBARI KANTOUR – MAJIDA 

KHATTARI – AHMED KRIFLA – MILOUD LABIED – GEORGE LILANGA – ALBERT LUBAKI – GONÇALO MABUNDA – NABIL EL MAKHLOUFI – MEKKI 

MGHARA – NAJIA MEHADJI – MOHAMED MELEHI – MOKÉ – MOHAMED NABILI – ABDELKRIM OUAZZANI – NICOLAS ONDONGO – ABDELKEBIR 

RABI’ – ZAKARIA RAMHANI – ABDERRAZAK SAHLI – ABBES SALADI – CHÉRI SAMBA – ILYAS SELFATI – MOHAMED TABAL – CHAÏBIA TALAL – 

HOSSEIN TALLAL – DJAMEL TATAH – CYPRIEN TOKOUDAGBA – ABDERRAHIM YAMOU – MARIE WOLFS 



View of the Exhibition 

E-mois, Autobiographie d’une Collection, 2017 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  
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 Africa Is No Island  

Curators : Jeanne Mercier, Baptiste de Ville 

d’Avray and Madeleine de Colnet  

27 February 2017 – 24 August 2018 

 

The exhibition brings together the work of 

approximately 40 emerging and established 

photographers who are working from a distinctly 

African perspective. The artists examine 

universally relevant cultural concepts of 

tradition, spirituality, family and the environment, 

within the context of modern African 

experiences and daily life. 

Mme Djeneba  

Haabré, la dernière génération series, 2013-2014 

Print on Baryta paper  

90 x 60 cm  

© Joana Choumali and 50 Golborne Gallery  
Participating Artists 
 

ISHOLA AKPO – LEILA ALAOUI – HÉLA AMMAR – MUSTAPHA AZEROUAL – SAMMY BALOJI – JOAN BARDELETTI – 

ABDOULAYE BARRY – CAROLLE BENITAH – HICHAM BENOHOUD – ADRIEN BITIBALY – NABIL BOUTROS – SEYDOU 

CAMARA – JOANA CHOUMALI – NESTOR DA – CHRISTINA DE MIDDEL – FATOUMATA DIABATÉ – MOHAMED EL BAZ – 

FAKHRI EL GHEZAL – MOHAMMED EL MOURID – YMANE FAKHIR – HICHAM GARDAF – FRANÇOIS-XAVIER GBRÉ – YO-

YO GONTHIER – MAÏMOUNA GUERRESI – PHILIPPE GUIONIE – WIAME HADDAD – AYANA V. JACKSON – HÉLÈNE JAYET 

– MOUNA KARRAY – LEBOHANG KGANYE – MOHAMMED LAOULI – WALID LAYADI-MARFOUK – DAVID LEMOR – NAMSA 

LEUBA – EDGAR MARSY – BAUDOUIN MOUANDA – NYABA LÉON OUEDRAOGO – NICOLA LO CALZO – ANNA RAIMONDO 

– FETHI SAHRAOUI – GEORGE SENGA – KATRIN STRÖBEL 



View of the Exhibition 

Africa Is No Island, 2018 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

© Saad Alami  



FONDATION ALLIANCES  

Second Life  

Curator: Othman Lazraq 

27 February 2017 – September 2018  

 

Second Life is an exhibition of works drawn primarily 

from MACAAL’s permanent collection, in addition to 

loaned and newly commissioned pieces. The show 

highlights artists who have repurposed found materials 

into artworks, giving these cast-aside objects a second 

life, another reason to exist. The medium of works in 

the show range vastly, and include: coins, bamboo, 

plastic bottles, cans, barrels, tea, electric cables, light 

bulbs, recycled fabrics, cardboard, film rolls, and 

emergency blankets. The sheer creativity of these 

artists surrounding the spectator in an immersive 

experience highlights a mindful and humanistic 

approach to social responsibility.  

Zbel Manifesto collective 

Ghizlane Sahli, Katia Sahli, Othman Zine 

Un dîner en ville, 2018 

In situ installation 

Daily life garbage, furnitures and interior 

accessories 

Sound: Maria Callas  

Participating Artists 
 

ABDELJALIL SAOULI – FARID BELKAHIA – YAW OWUSU – MO BAALA – CHÉRI SAMBA – EL ANATSUI – YOUNES BABA ALI – JOËL 

ANDRIANOMEARISOA – GHIZLANE SAHLI – ABDOULAYE KONATÉ – GONÇALO MABUNDA – MUSTAPHA BOUJEMAOUI – MOUNIR FATMI – 

ERIC VAN HOVE – BILLIE ZANGEWA – AHMED CHIHA – ROMUALD HAZOUMÈ – FAOUZI LAATIRIS – SERGE ATTUKWEI CLOTTEY – 

CALIXTE DAKPOGAN – MAX BOUFATHAL – SOUKAINA AZIZ EL IDRISSI – AMINA AGUEZNAY – ABDERRAHIM YAMOU – ZBEL MANIFESTO 

© Saad Alami  



View of the Exhibition 

Second Life, 2018 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

© Saad Alami  



In addition to its exhibition programme, the 

Museum offers its visitors a diversified 

cultural programme through workshops and 

artistic experimentation (MACAAL Lab). 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

A STRONG EDUCATIONAL DIMENSION  

School visits 



FONDATION ALLIANCES  

A strong commitment to the younger generation 

 Free school visits for children and students of all ages 

 Age-appropriate mediations 

 Awakening to the arts through activities and debates 

 Encounters and exchanges with artists 

 

 One school visit per week by the end of March 2018 



FONDATION ALLIANCES  

At MACAAL we are committed to engaging 

the Moroccan public through our exhibition 

programme and to cultivating the interest of 

the younger generation through our education 

initiatives. In this vein, we have 

created MACAAL Lab where we will engage 

with diverse audiences from local schools and 

universities in order for students to learn 

through artist workshops, talks and screenings 

in partnership with the museum. 

 

The museum has a room dedicated 

to MACAAL Lab which features a 

contemporary African artwork. Artists’ 

workshops with local schools and universities 

will guide them through the process of 

creating artworks and using new technologies 

within the artwork. 

An experimentation area within MACAAL 

Students of l’ESAV during 

the workshop with Youness 

Atbane  

Vview of the installation 

Infinity angle  of Youness 

Atbane 



FONDATION ALLIANCES  

Workshop Discussion avec la vie 

(Discussion with life) with the artist 

Mo Baala and the students of the 

school Benabdallah of Marrakech. 



FONDATION ALLIANCES  

Within the Al Maaden site, between its monumental 

sculpture park and MACAAL, a vast space dedicated 

to creation is available to a contemporary African artist 

for a period varying from 1 to 3 months: the MACAAL 

Residence. 

 

More than just a venue for artistic 

experimentation, MACAAL Residence has been 

designed as a shared living space. The studio open 

area is easily accessible and can be visited by 

journalists, collectors and art world professionals on a 

regular basis, as well as school groups and open 

houses. 

 

Visiting artists will be encouraged to exchange freely 

with visitors about their project and artistic process. 

 
Views of MACAAL Residence 

© Jean-Charles Triolet 



MACAAL collaborates with Pelham Communications, a global 

visual arts communications agency.  

MACAAL has built a rich and diverse local and international network including 

museum institutions, collectors, art schools, foundations and many more.  

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

AN INTERNATIONAL NETWORK 



The MACAAL, a museum in motion which 

intends to tell the story of the continent through 

a biannual programming.  

 

Built on two levels and equipped with 900 m² of 

exhibition space, MACAAL offers its visitors an 

experience that combines culture, leisure and 

lifestyle (coffee shop, gardens, concept store 

and book store).  

The MACAAL Experience  

FONDATION ALLIANCES  
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Interior views of MACAAL 



FONDATION ALLIANCES  

Exterior views of MACAAL 
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Dedicated to promoting cultural development  

in Morocco 

 Artistic performances in public places 

 Concerts 

 Doors Open Days 

 Jamming sessions 

 Couscous Fridays 

 

View of the Black Noise performance, place Jamaa El Fna, 

Marrakech, 23 February, 2018. 

Coton d’Afrik, concert during the MACAAL official inauguration, 

Marrakech, 24 February, 2018. 

Visit of the E-Mois exhibition, coucous Friday,  

January 2018.  



FONDATION ALLIANCES  

Located on the ground floor, MACAAL 

Shop offers various elegant and fashionable 

accessories and contemporary decorative items, 

as well as Moroccan and African traditional crafts, 

from clothes and jewellery to tableware and 

household linen. 

 

Both a concept store and bookshop, MACAAL 

Shop provides a wide choice of visual art editions 

from the continent. This includes temporary 

exhibition catalogues and books, in addition to 

works by various French, Arabic and English 

publishers, including major monographs, 

exhibition catalogues, essays, anthologies, and 

other publications geared towards a young 

audience.  



FONDATION ALLIANCES  

Located on the ground floor of the museum, 

MACAAL Café is the perfect place to enjoy a 

tea, coffee or soft drink with friends or 

relatives. A great meeting place, the café 

offers a gourmet break to your visit.  





In response to a call for projects, more than 25 Moroccan 

and international artists were invited to imagine works in 

situ by appropriating the space and constraints specific to 

Al Maaden in order to create artworks that respond to the 

site itself. 

 

Participating Artists:  

 

 Mahi Binebine (Morocco) 

 Jean Brillant (Canada) 

 Hassan Darsi (Morocco) 

 Sunil Gawde (India) 

 Claude Gilli (France) 

 Philippe Hiquily (France)  

 Daniel Hourdé (France) 

 Adiba Mkinsi (Morocco) 

 Moataz Nasr (Egypt) 

 Yazid Oulab (Algeria) 

 Antonio Seguí (Argentina) 

 Wang Keping (China) 

 Abdelkrim Ouazzani 

(Morocco) 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

AN ARTISTIC JOURNEY AT THE FOOT OF THE ATLAS MOUNTAINS 



The artists' dialogue with this 

environment has revealed situations 

that the land of Al Maaden has been 

able to create in the past or generate 

the expression of latent energy, as if to 

testify to the perpetual evolution that 

animates the site.  

 

From Canada to China, by way of 

India, Egypt, Argentina, artists have 

taken over the Al Maaden site, vying 

each other in feats of technical 

prowess to create site-specific 

scultptures, some of which are up to 8 

metres high or 14 metres long.  

 

 

 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

Wang Keping (China), Totem, 2011. 

History 



Moataz Nasr (Egypt), Wooden Crystal, 2013. 



CULTURAL PATRONAGE 



In addition to its own projects, Fondation Alliances 

supports artists, associations and other actors in the art 

world through specific patronage actions. Since its 

creation, the foundation has supported in many ways the 

following institutions:  

 
 Journées du Patrimoine de Casablanca (Casablanca Heritage 

Days - association Casamémoire) 

 Arab World Institute, Paris - Exhibition Le Maroc 

Contemporain (The Contemporary Morocco) 

 Marrakech Art Fair (cultural journey international contemporary 

art fair )  

 Marrakech Biennale 3, 4 & 5 

 Festival Fadae Ennass ( Syndicat des artistes plasticiens 

marocains - Moroccan Union of Plastic Artists) etc. 

 Arab World Institute, Paris 

 Biennal Dak’art, Senegal 

 Rencontres photographiques de Bamako, Mali (Photographic 

encounters in Bamako, Mali) 

 Exhibition Génération Flash (Flash Generation) for the benefit of 

the Association LIMIDITI (Riad PiriPiri) 

 Tunis Conference : Museums of the South Shore of the 

Mediterranean (Musées de la Rive Sud de la Méditerranéen) 

organised by the Institut National d’Histoire de l’Art (INHA, 

Paris).   

 Exhibition Saout Africa(s) as part of DOCUMENTA 14, Berlin, 

Germany 

 Festival Al Haouz for the popular arts 

 Manifestation  L’Afrique en Capitale , Rabat 

 Sommet Africain de l’action (African Action Summit), COP 22 

Marrakech 

FONDATION ALLIANCE 

UNFAILING SUPPORT 

FOR ARTISTIC 

INITIATIVES 

View of the exhibition Génération Flash  

Fondation Alliances 

View of the exhibition Flying Over Africa 

During l’Afrique en Capitall, Galerie 

Nationale Bab Rouah (National Gallery 

Bab Rouah), Rabat 



Fondation Alliances publishes its own exhibition 

catalogues such as the book of the Sculpture Park Al 

Maaden , the Essential Landscape catalogue, 

Contemporary African Artists facing the Environment, 

which won the Mediterranean Prize of the 2017 Book 

Fair.  

  

On the other hand, the foundation has contributed to 

the publication of reference books and publications 

contributing to the enhancement of Moroccan and 

African heritage such as Le métier de photographe en 

Afrique, 10 ans Afrique in Visu (Being a photograher in 

Africa, The Ten Years of Afrique in Visu). 

  

In addition, the foundation has set up a library within its 

premises that is as rich as it is specialised in African 

contemporary art, including specialist works, 

monographs, exhibition catalogues and rare editions.  

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

QUALITY EDITIONS 

Essential Landscape catalogues at the COP 22 village, 

Marrakech 



PRESS REVIEW 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  



Fondation Alliances is led by a team strongly invested in cultural issues 

and passionate about the development issues facing Morocco and 

contemporary African creation. With its Board of Directors and its 

Scientific Committee composed of national and international experts, 

the foundation intends to mobilise skills commensurate with its 

ambitions and to act in a complementary manner with the public 

authorities and the various components of civil society.  

Under the chairmanship of Alami Lazraq and the vice-chairmanship of 

Farida Lazraq : 

 

 Othman Lazraq – General Director  

 Meriem Berrada - Head of Cultural Projects 

 Dounia Beuthner – Project Manager 

 Zayneb Kadiri - Project Manager / Institutional Advancement and 

External Affairs  

 Louise Przybylski – General Coordinator 

 Souad Daoui – Partnerships Manager 

 Janine Dieudji – Exhibitions Director of MACAAL 

 Mouna Lazraq – Head of the Commercial Department of MACAAL 

 Hanaa El Mrabet – Sales and Event Planning Manager 

 Sara Lagnaoui – Gallery Educator  

 Noureddine Jaaidane – Technical Manager 

 Laila Doukkali – Executive Assistant  

 Amine Alami – Treasurer 

 Amine Ben Hida - Accountant 

 Imane Belmejdoub - Legal Manager 

FONDATION ALLIANCES  

A PASSIONATE AND DYNAMIC TEAM 

Photoshoot de l’équipe de la Fondation Alliances  

par Hassan Hajjaj au Riad Yima, 

Marrakech 



ASSESSMENT 

Fondation Alliances , firmly committed to cultural development 

Created in 2009 to respond both to a lack of cultural structures and a demand if not a growing need for access to Culture in 
Morocco, Fondation Alliances has been working for nine years to promote and democratise contemporary art in Morocco and 
abroad, through innovative initiatives and accessible educational programmes. Aware of the difficulty of the arts sector, she wants 
to accompany a young generation of promising but too often forgotten artists, and regularly supports initiatives that share her 
ideals and values as a partner or sponsor. Active internationally, the foundation has surrounded itself with an important network of 
actors and professionals from the art world through various platforms of exchanges: digital platforms, fairs and biennials of 
contemporary art, forums and round tables. Its watchwords: coaching, coaching, training, development, openness, dissemination 
and promotion of the visual arts.  

 

La Chambre Claire (Lcc Program), incubator of African photographic talents 

By supporting artists unknown to the public and giving them a first chance - not allowed by the galleries / art market – La 
Chambre Claire, now Lcc Program, has made it possible to make known artists recognised by the profession (Word Arab 
Institute, French Institue, Biennal of Bamako etc.), legitimising the role and involvement of the Fondation Alliances. In addition to 
its role as a springboard, each edition of La Chambre Claire is an opportunity to attract young people, especially from 
disadvantaged areas, thus strengthening the cultural democratisation dynamic that drives the spirit of the foundation.  

 

Al Maaden, a hub for African contemporary art 

Designed exclusively for its golf course, the monumental Al Maaden Sculpture Park offers visitors a world tour of contemporary 
creation in a green setting. The dialogue thus established between art and nature makes this itinerary an unusual cultural visit to 
the gates of Marrakech. Opened in November 2016 on the occasion of the United Nations Conference on Climate Change (COP 
22) in Marrakech, MACAAL was able, within a year, to establish itself on the Moroccan and African artistic scene as a museum 
institution of reference in the field of African contemporary art. A private, not-for-profit museum, MACAAL's mission is to promote 
African contemporary art through various educational and exhibition programmes, as well as the acquisition of works by both 
established and emerging artists, and to democratise art in order to make it accessible to all audiences. Having already presented 
four exhibitions, each bringing together a rich panel of artists from all over Africa, Essential Landscape on environmental issues, 
E-Mois offering a selection of works from the foundation's collection, Africa Is No Island, a group photography show  that brings 
together the work of photographers working from a distinctly African perspective and Second Life, an exhibition of works drawn 
primarily from MACAAL’s permanent collection, in addition to loaned and newly commissioned pieces and highlighting artists who 
have repurposed found materials into artworks, MACAAL was inaugurated internationally in February 2018 simultaneously and in 
partnership with the first edition of 1-54 Contemporary African Art Fair in Marrakech, and will present two exhibitions: a group 
photography show, Africa Is No Island, and a semi-permanent exhibition of works from the foundation's collection and other 
commissioned pieces.  
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